So You think you are right as God!
Believe as you believe and never forget the First Commandment written by
man proclaiming God's Commandment is Godly requires a belief in God.
The writer of this writing is not a learned author, such right belongs to
those that have earned such right.

Rights!
Darn tootin that one has rights. But what rights exist, the right to choose
what one believes in, the right to believe that a United States Treaty can be
written to not allow statutory law to be enforceable? Could rights be
upheld if rights where to be governed by the United States Constitution,
Here begins the start of a nightmare (global), each has choice to believe in
whatever one thinks is right.
One can choose to believe in right or wrong, however if choice is wrong
then no right is obtained, simple choice between right "or" wrong. No way
on Earth except by misperception can "and" be substituted for "or" for you
can never be right "and" wrong at the same time. This writer had a right to
educate oneself to determine that [ and ] "or" [ or ] are coordinating
conjunctions.
Similiarly this writer believes the choice of not follwing what is right
equates to a message to "ones belief" you are wrong and I am right, maybe
so but if one is wrong for being lazy and believing what is not right then a
choice has been made in man's world and all choices need to be made
while man lives. In Texas it is argued that a Power of Attorney affecting
"real Property" is not required to be filed, this writer points to Chapter 751
identified as the Durable Power of Attorney Act of the Texas Estate Code,
subchapter "D" is a staturory duty requiring recordation, so, who is right
and who is wrong?

Choice be Yours

